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s  .If F is the finite field of characteristic p and order q s p , let F q be theq
category whose objects are functors from finite dimensional F -vector spaces toq
F -vector spaces, and with morphisms the natural transformations between suchq
functors.
 .A fundamental object in F q is the injective I defined byFq
I V s FV
U
s SU V r x q y x . .  .  .F qq
We determine the lattice of subobjects of I . It is the distributive lattice associ-Fq
 .ated to a certain combinatorially defined poset I p, s whose q connected compo-
 .  .nents are all infinite with one trivial exception . An analysis of I p, s reveals that
every proper subobject of an indecomposable summand of I is finite. Thus I isF Fq q
Artinian.
 .Filtering I and I p, s in various ways yields various finite posets, and weFq
recover the main results of papers by Doty, Kovacs, and Krop on the structure ofÂ
U Uq .  .  .S V r x over F , and S V over F . Q 1997 Academic Pressq p
1. INTRODUCTION
s  .If F is the finite field of characteristic p and order q s p , let F q beq
the category with objects the functors
F: finite dimensional F -vector spaces ª F -vector spaces,q q
and with morphisms the natural transformations. This is an abelian cate-
 .gory in the obvious way, e.g., G is a subobject of F means that G V :
 .  .F V for all vector spaces V. We like to view an object F g F q as a
* Partially supported by the N.S.F. and the C.N.R.S.
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 .``generic representation'' of the general linear groups over F , as F Vq
w  .xbecomes an F GL V -module for all F -vector spaces V. The tight rela-q q
 . w  .xtionship between F q and the categories of F GL F -modules, for allq n q
 . n, makes the study of F q of great representation theoretic interest. For
w x .an overview, see our series of papers K:I, K:II, K:III .
 .  . V U  .Let I g F q be defined by I V s F . Thus I V is the ring ofF F q Fq q q
F -valued functions on the dual space of V. This is a fundamental object inq
 .  mk < 4F q : I is injective, and, indeed, the collection I k G 0 is a set ofF Fq q
 . w xinjective cogenerators for F q K:I, Sect. 3 .
w xIn K:I , it is noted that there is a decomposition into indecomposable
summands
I , I 0 [ I 1 [ ??? [ I q y 1 . .  .  .F F F Fq q q q
Furthermore, there is a revealing alternate description of I :Fq
I V , SU V r x q y x . .  .  .Fq
U  .Here S V is the polynomial algebra on V, with dth homogeneous
d .  m d.  q . component S V s V , and x y x denotes the nonhomoge-S d
. qneous ideal generated by elements of the form x y x, x g V. Then
 . 0  .I 0 s S is the constant functor, and, for 1 F d F q y 1, I d is theF Fq q
image in I of [` Sdq r qy1.. Since the functors Sd are known to haveF rs0q
 w x .only a finite number of simple composition factors see K:I or Section 5 ,
 .one concludes that each I d with 1 F d F q y 1 is a locally finiteFq
object1 with an infinite number of composition factors.
The main result of this paper is a complete determination of the lattice
 .   ..L I of subobjects of I and, individually, the lattices L I d ofF F Fq q q
 .subobjects of each of the I d .Fq
Before defining our lattice of subobjects, we comment briefly on other
interpretations of our work, and its relation to previous results.
 .  . w x  .Let P g F q be defined by P V s F V . Thus P V is theF F q Fq q q
 .F -vector space with the set V as basis. Then P is the projective in F qq Fq
 .op  .  . .dual to I under the duality D: F q ª F q defined by DF V sFq
 U .U  .F V . Determining L I is equivalent to determining the lattice ofFq
quotient objects of P .Fq
 .n  .With V s F , I V is a module for the multiplicative semigroupn q F nq
 .  .M F . As will be explained in Section 5, determining L I allows us ton q Fq
 .  .immediately determine the lattice of M F -submodules of I V for alln q F nq
  .n. We confess to not completely determining the GL F -submodulen q
.lattices.
1 An object in an abelian category is finite if it admits a finite composition series with
simple subquotients, and is locally finite if it is the sum of its finite subobjects.
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We relate our results to others in the literature. Filtering I byFq
polynomial degree and taking the associated graded object, we recover the
dw x  .main results of Ko : the determination of the submodules of S V ,n
U .  .  .  .viewed as either an M F , GL F , or SL F -module, where S V sn q n q n q
U  .  q. w xS V r x . Letting q ``go to infinity,'' we recover the main results of D
dw x  .and Kr1 : the determination of the submodules of S V , where V sn n
n .  .  .  .F , viewed as either an M F , GL F , or SL F -module.p n p n p n p
 w x.As in all these previous papers and also K1 , subobjects are the
``obvious'' ones defined using polynomial multiplication and pth powers,
and the subobject lattice is isomorphic to the distributive one associated to
a certain combinatorially defined poset. By ``polynomial multiplication,''
we mean the maps Si m S j ª Siq j, and by ``pth powers,'' we mean the
inclusions Si ¨ S pi, where G denotes the functor G twisted by thej j
 w x.Frobenius as in K:II .
s  .Let N be the additive monoid of s-tuples I s i , . . . , i of nonnega-0 sy1
 . s  . sy1 rtive integers. Given I s i , . . . , i g N , let d I s  i p , and de-0 sy1 rs0 r
I I ÄI d .fine S , F , S g F q as follows. First defining F to be the degree d
U  . U  .  p.component of F V s S V r x , we let
S I s Si0 m Si1 m ??? m S sy 1i sy 1j j
and
F I s F i0 m F i1 m ??? m F sy 1i sy 1 .j j
Now let F I: S I ª Sd I . be the composite
pth powers multiplysy 1i i i i p i p i d I .6 60 1 sy1 0 1 sy1sy1S m S m ??? m S S m S m ??? m S S .j j
F I pI I d I .ÄThen S ; I is defined to be the image of the composite S ª S ª I ,F Fq q
where p is the inclusion Sd I . ¨ SU followed by the projection SU ª I .Fq
Let R , . . . , R g Z s be the following vectors: if s s 1, R s p y 1,0 sy1 0
 .  . and, if s ) 1, R s y1, 0, . . . , 0, p , R s p, y1, 0, . . . , 0 , R s 0, p,0 1 2
.  .  .y1, 0, . . . , 0 , . . . , and R s 0, . . . , 0, p, y1 .Let I p, s be the posetsy1
 s .N , F , where ``F '' is the partial ordering generated by the inequalities
J - I, if I s J q R , for some r.r
ÄI .PROPOSITION 1.1. 1 I s  S .F Iq
ÄI ÄI I .  .2 S rRad S , F , and is simple.
ÄI ÄJ .  .3 Rad S s  S .J - I
 . I J4 F , F if and only if I s J.
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To state our main theorem, we need a standard construction from lattice
 w x w x.theory as in, e.g., G, p. 72 or S, p. 100 . If I is a poset, call K : I an
 . order ideal if K g K and J F K implies J g K. Let L I s K : I ¬ K is
4an order ideal . This becomes a distributive lattice using union and
intersection for the join and meet lattice operations.
ÄITHEOREM 1.2. The assignment I ¬ S induces an isomorphism of lattices
L I p , s , L I . . .  .Fq
2 ÄIThus the finite join-irreducible subobjects of I are precisely the S ,Fq
 .I g I p, s , and every subobject G : I has a representationFq
ÄIG s S
IgK
 .for a unique order ideal K : I p, s .
Remark 1.3. Our lattice isomorphism carries two little bits of extra
structure.
 .  .1 I p, s has a monoid structure compatible with the partial
  ..ordering, and this induces a product on L J p, s : if K and K are two1 2
 .order ideals of I p, s , then K ? K is defined to be the smallest order1 2
 4ideal containing the set I q J ¬ I g K , J g K . Meanwhile, the natural1 2
product on I defines a subobject G ? G : I , given G , G : I , thusF 1 2 F 1 2 Fq q q
 .defining a product on L I . The isomorphism of Theorem 1.2 preservesFq
these products on the lattices.
 .  .2 Since I , I , twisting by the Frobenius induces an order sF j Fq q
 .automorphism of the lattice L I . Under the isomorphism of TheoremFq
  ..1.2, this corresponds to the evident automorphism on L I p, s induces
 .  s .by cyclically permuting the factors of I p, s s N , F .
The indecomposable summand version of Theorem 1.2 is easily stated.
There is a decomposition
qy1
I p , s s I p , s .  .@ d
ds0
 .  4into indecomposable posets, where I p, s s 0 , and, for 1 F d F q y 1,0
 .   .  4  . 4I p, s s I g I p, s y 0 ¬ d I ' d mod q y 1 .d
2 F is join-irreducible means that F s G q H, with G, H : F, only if F s G or F s H.
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THEOREM 1.4. For 0 F d F q y 1, there is an isomorphism of lattices
L I p , s , L I d . .  . .  .d Fq
 .Figure 1 shows the lower portion of the infinite poset I 2, 2 , i.e., the1
 .poset that describes the subobject structure of I 1 , the injective envelopeF41  .  .of S in F 4 . In general, I p, s would have a diagram that would lookd
roughly like a s-dimensional cone.
 .  .An analysis of the posets I p, s reveals that for a fixed I g I p, s ,d d
 .all but a finite number of J g I p, s satisfy J ) I. We thus concluded
 .COROLLARY 1.5. E¨ery proper subobject of I d is finite. Thus I is anF Fq q
 .Artinian object in F q .
Various remarks about the results above are in order here.
Firstly, parts of the proposition have long been known, as well as the
I  wq-restricted highest weight ``name'' for F see, e.g., K:II, Theorem 5.23
x.and Example 7.6 . However, we give new and very noncomputational
proofs.
 .  .Secondly, if q s p i.e., s s 1 , we learn that I d is an infiniteFq
uniserial
w xobject for all d ) 0. This was already proved by us in K:II, Sect. 7 .
Indeed, our method of proving the proposition follows the strategy uses
there.
Thirdly, given the proposition, the theorems follow immediately from
general lattice theory.
 .FIG. 1. The poset I 2, 2 in degrees less than 10.1
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Lastly, the corollary gives some slim evidence for the Artinian conjec-
mk 3  w xture of L. Schwartz: for all k, I is Artinian. See K:II, Sect. 3 for aFq
.discussion of this conjecture and its implications.
We describe the organization of the rest of the paper. Section 2 is
devoted to the general lattice theory we need. In Section 3 we prove
 .various properties about our poset I p, s . Both the proposition and two
theorems are proved in Section 4. In Section 5, we recover the theorems of
w x w x w xDoty D , Kovacs Ko , and Krop Kr1 , among other related resultsÂ
though we note that when we can conclude something about SL or GLn n
lattices, we are generally depending on an elegant theorem of Krop in
w x.Kr2 .
2. LATTICE THEORY
In this section, we sketch the lattice theory need to identify when the
 .lattice of subobjects of a locally finite F g F q is distributive, and to then
describe the structure of such a distributive lattice. We work in the setting
of locally finite AB5 categories: abelian categories with exact direct limits
w xPo and locally finite objects. Thus, in this section, we let A denote such a
category.
w xWe begin with some lattice theoretic definitions G .
DEFINITIONS 2.1. Let L be a lattice.
 .  .  .1 L is modular if A k B n C s A k B n C whenever C F A,
for all A, B, C g L .
 .  .  .  .2 L is distributi¨ e if A k B n C s A k B n A k C , for all
A, B, C g L .
 .3 L is complete if one can form joins in L indexed by arbitrary
sets.
 .4 In a complete lattice L , A g L is compact if whenever A F
E B , there exists a finite subset J : I such that A F E B .ig I i ig J i
 .5 A complete lattice L is compactly generated if each A g L is the
 4join of the set B ¬ B F A and is compact .
 .If F is an object in A, we let L F denote its lattice of subobjects. Our
 .hypotheses on A imply that L F is compactly generated and modular.
3 If k ) 1, it is unreasonable to calculate the complete lattice of subobjects of Imk, and it isFq
no longer true that every proper subobject of an indecomposable summand of Imk is finite.Fq
w xHowever Powell has a preprint P verifying the conjecture when k s q s 2.
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 .THEOREM 2.2. L F is distributi¨ e if and only if F does not contain any
subquotient of the form S [ S, with S a simple object in A.
 . If L is a complete lattice, let I L s A g L ¬ A is compact and join
4irreducible , a subposet of L .
THEOREM 2.3. If a compactly generated modular lattice L is distributi¨ e,
 .then the assignment that sends an order ideal K : I L to E A definesAg K
  ..an isomorphism of lattices L I L , L .
 .   .If F is an object in A, let I F s G : F ¬ G is finite and GrRad G is
4simple , a poset under inclusion. G : F being finite in A corresponds to G
 .  .being compact in L F , and GrRad G being simple in A corresponds to
 .G being join irreducible in L F . Thus the previous two theorems
combine to give
COROLLARY 2.4. If F g A does not contain a subquotient of the form
  ..  .S [ S, with S simple, then there is a lattice isomorphism L I F , L F .
 .To easily identify I F in this case, we note
 .  .PROPOSITION 2.5. If L F is distributi¨ e, then I F can be characterized
as the unique subposet I of the finite subobjects of F such that
 .1  G s F,G g I
 .  .2 GrRad G is simple, for all G g I, and
 .  .3 for all G g I, Rad G s H, summing o¨er H g I such that H
is a proper subobject of G.
Versions of both Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 are well known. For example,
under the additional hypothesis that L is finite, Theorem 2.3 is called the
w xfundamental theorem for finite distributive lattices in S, p. 106 . Thus we
just sketch their proofs below.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. A lattice L is known to be distributive if and
only if it has no sublattice with diagram:
G
G GG 2.1 .1 32
H
 w x.see G, p.70 .
p  .If there exists F ª Q = S [ S, with p epic and S simple, then L F
y1 . y1 .contains a subdiagram as above, with G s p S [ S , G s p S [ 0 ,1
y1  .. y1 .  .  .G s p diag S , G s p 0 [ S , and H s Ker p . Thus L F is2 3
not distributive.
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The converse is clear if F is semisimple. But we can reduce to that case:
 .  .  .if L F contains sublattice 2.1 , then L FrH contains
 .Soc GrH
 .  . .Soc G rH Soc G rHSoc G rH 2.2 .1 32
0
as a sublattice, where we have used that F is locally finite to be sure that
all these socles are nonzero. By the semisimple case, there exists S [ S :
FrH, and we are done.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. It is convenient to abbreviate ``compact'' as ``c,''
and ``join irreducible'' as ``j.i.'' Recall that in a lattice L , C F D means
that C s C n D, and that C is j.i. means that C s A k B implies that
C s A or C s B. It is easy to then verify that in a distributive lattice, C is
j.i. and C F A k B implies that C F A or C F B. Furthermore, if C is
c.j.i. and K is any subset of L , then C F E B implies that C F B forB g K
some B g K.
Now suppose that L is a compactly generated distributive lattice.
Define
Q : L ª L I L and C : L I L ª L .  . .  .
 .  4  .by Q A s c.j.i. C ¬ C F A , and C K s E B. The theorem willB g K
  ..follow once we check that Q is a map of lattices, C Q A s A for all
  ..  .A g L , and Q C K s K for all order ideals K : I L .
 .  .  .It is obvious that Q A n B s Q A l Q B . Since L is distributive,
we have
 4Q A k B s c.j.i C ¬ C F A k B .
 4s c.j.i C ¬ C F A or C F B
s Q A j Q B . .  .
Thus Q is a lattice map.
  ..To show that C Q A s A, we observe that, since L is compactly
generated,
A s B s C s C s C Q A . . .E E E E /
c. BFA c. BFA j.i . CFB c.j.i . CFA
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Finally, since L is distributive, we have
Q C K s c.j.i. C ¬ C F B . . E 5
BgK
 4s c.j.i. C ¬ C F B for some B g K
s K,
and the theorem is proved.
 .  .  .  .Proof of Proposition 2.5. It is clear that I F satisfies 1 , 2 , and 3 .
Conversely, suppose that a poset I satisfies these three properties. Clearly
 .I : I F ; we need to check the reverse inclusion.
 .  .Given any G g I F , we need to show G g I. Property 1 implies that
 .there exist G , . . . , G g I such that G : G q ??? qG . Since GrRad G1 r 1 r
 .is simple and L F is distributive, we conclude that G : G for some i.i
 .  .If G s G , we are done. Otherwise, G : Rad G , by property 2 andi i
 . X Xgeneral properties of the radical. By property 3 , there exist G , . . . , G g1 t
I, with each GX a proper subobject of G , and G : GX q ??? qGX. Asj i 1 t
before, G : GX for some j.j
Since G is finite, it contains no infinite descending chain. Thus, continu-i
ing in this way, we eventually learn that G g I.
 .3. THE STRUCTURE OF I p, s
In this section we study some purely combinatorial aspects of the
 .partially ordered set I p, s .
It is convenient to add to the definitions and notation of Sect. 1. For
 . < <I s i , . . . , i , let I s i q ??? qi . A given nonnegative integer d0 sy1 0 sy1
sy1  . r  .can be written uniquely in the form d s  i d p , with 0 F i d F prs0 r r
 .  .  .y 1 for 0 F r F s y 2. Given d G 0, let I d , J d g I p, s and
 .  .  .   .  ..  .I p, s, d ; I p, s be defined by I d s i d , . . . , i d , J d s0 sy1
 .  .   . 4d, 0, . . . , 0 , and I p, s, d s I ¬ d I s d .
Immediately from the definitions, we have the next lemma.
< < < <  .  .  .  .LEMMA 3.1. If I ) J, then I ) J , d I G d J , and d I ' d J mod
 s .p y 1 .
 .  .   .  .4PROPOSITION 3.2. 1 For all d G 0, I p, s, d s I ¬ I d F I F J d .
 . s  .   . 42 For all p y 1 G d G 0, I p, s s I ¬ I d F I .d
 .Proof. To prove 1 , first note that, using the lemma, it is clear that if
 .  .  .  .d I F I F J d , then d I s d, i.e., I g I p, s, d .
 .Conversely, suppose that d I s d.
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< <  .  .By induction on I , we show that I d F I. If I d s I, we are done. If
not, i G p for at least one r with 0 F r F s y 2. Let I X s I y R . Thenr r
 . X XI d F I by induction, and I - I by definition, and we can conclude that
 .I d - I.
< <  .Similarly, by downward induction on I , we show that I F J d . If
 .I s J d , we are done. If not, i G 1 for at least one r with 1 F r F s y 1.r
X X  . XLet I s I q R . Then I F J d by induction, and I - I by definition, sor
 .that I - J d .
 .The proof of 2 is similar.
COROLLARY 3.3. The decomposition
psy1
I p , s s I p , s .  .@ d
ds0
 .  .is a decomposition of I p, s into indecomposable i.e., connected posets.
 .  .  .COROLLARY 3.4. 1 d I s d J if and only if I y J is a Z-linear
combination of R , . . . , R .1 sy1
 .  .  .  s .2 d I ' d J mod p y 1 if and only if I y J is a Z-linear
combination of R , . . . , R .0 sy1
 .  4PROPOSITION 3.5. Let I, J g I p, s y 0 . Then I G J if and only if
I y J is an N-linear combination of R , . . . , R .0 sy1
Proof. The ``only if'' implication is clear. We prove the converse by
induction on a q ??? qa , where we suppose that0 sy1
I y J s a R q ??? qa R , 3.1 .0 0 sy1 sy1
 .  .  .with I s i , . . . , i and J s j , . . . , j both elements of I p, s y0 sy1 0 sy1
 40 , a G 0 for all r, and at least one a is positive. We need to show thatr r
then J - I.
X X  .Choose r so that a G 1, and let I s I y R . If I g I p, s , we arer r
done: J - I because J F I X by induction, and I X - I by definition. So we
X  . can assume that I f I p, s , i.e., that i F p y 1 where we writery1
.  .subscripts modulo s . Then 3.1 implies that
p y 1 y j G i y j s pa y a , 3.2 .  .ry1 ry1 ry1 r ry1
and we conclude that
a G a y 1 p q j q 1 G 1. 3.3 .  .ry1 r ry1
Continuing in this way, under our inductive hypothesis, either J - I or
 .a G 1 for all r. Noting that R q ??? qR s p y 1, . . . , p y 1 , andr 0 sy1
recalling that J / 0, this latter case implies that i G p for some t. Butt
then, letting I X s I y R , we will have J F I X by induction, and I X - Itq1
by definition, so that J - I.
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 .PROPOSITION 3.6. Gi¨ en I g I p, s , all but a finite number of J gd
 .I p, s satisfy J G I.d
To prove this proposition, it is convenient to define some notation. Let
s  .E , . . . , E be the standard basis of R . Given I s i , . . . , i , let0 sy1 0 sy1
 .  .d I , . . . , d I be defined by0 sy1
d I s i q pi q p2 i q ??? qpsy1 i .r r rq1 rq2 ry1
with indices taken modulo s , .
 .  .and let D I s d I E . We say that a vector B is an R -linear combina-r r r q
tion of A , . . . , A if B s a A q ??? qa A , with a a nonnegative0 sy1 0 0 sy1 sy1 r
real number, for all r. Let R s denote the R -linear combinations ofq q
E , . . . , E .0 sy1
 .LEMMA 3.7. 1 E is an R -linear combination of R , . . . , R for all r.r q 0 sy1
 . s  .2 If I g R , D I y I is an R -linear combination of R , . . . , Rq r q 0 sy1
for all r.
Proof. By symmetry, it suffices to prove each statement for a single
value of r. Then we have
E s psy1r ps y 1 R q psy2r p2 y 1 R q ??? q1r ps y 1 R , .  . .sy1 0 1 sy1
 .which proves 1 , and
D I y I s i R q pi q i R q ??? .  .0 sy1 sy1 sy1 sy2 sy2
q psy2 i q ??? qpi q i R , .sy1 2 1 1
 .which proves 2 .
Proof of Proposition 3.6. The proposition is obvious when d s 0, so
assume d / 0.
 .By Proposition 3.5, we need to show that, given I g I p, s , for all butd
 .finitely many J g I p, s , J y I is an N-linear combination ofd
 .R , . . . , R . By statement 1 of the last lemma, the R are linearly0 sy1 r
independent. Thus J y I is an N-linear combination of R , . . . , R if0 sy1
and only if J y I is both a Z-linear combination and an R -linearq
combination of R , . . . , R . By Corollary 3.4, the former is true for all0 sy1
 .J g I p, s . Thus it suffices to show that for all but a finite number ofd
 .J g I p, s , J y I is an R -linear combination of R , . . . , R .q 0 sy1
This follows from the two parts of the lemma, which combine to show
 . sthat if J s j , . . . , j g R , and J y I is not an R -linear combination0 sy1 q q
 .of R , . . . , R , then 0 F j - d I , for all r.0 sy1 r r
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 .COROLLARY 3.8. E¨ery proper order ideal K ; I p, s is finite.d
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS
 .  . .  U .URecall that, for F g F q , DF is defined by DF V s F V . In
w xK:II we proved that simple functors are self-dual. This has the following
corollary.
w xLEMMA 4.1 K:II, Corollary 7.5 . Let F be a finite functor. If
 .  .  .Hom F, DF , F , generated by a : F ª DF, then Ker a s Rad F ,F q. q
 .  .and FrRad F , Im a is simple.
Proposition 1.1 will be proved by applying this lemma to the case when
I ÄI i i .  .F s S or S . In preparation for this, let T g F q be defined by T V s
m i I Ä .V , and then, if I s i , . . . , i , define T , S , and S by0 sy1 I I
T I s T i0 m T i1 m ??? m T sy 1i sy 1 ,j j
I Ä ÄIS s DS , and S s DS . Furthermore, let S be the group S = ??? =I I I i0
 I . I  I .S IS , so that T s S and T s S . Finally, note that the norm map,i S Isy 1 I
the sum of the permutations
s : T I ª T I
sgS I
NII I Ifactors as T ª S ª S ª T .I
Starting from the observation that
F if r s 0,q1 1 rHom T , T , . .jF q.  0 otherwise,
w xthe methods of K:III, Sect. 4.4 formally imply
 .  I I . w xLEMMA 4.2. 1 Hom T , T , F S as F -algebras.F q. q I q
 .  I J .2 Hom T , T , 0 if I / J.F q.
 .  I .COROLLARY 4.3. 1 Hom S , S , F generated by N .F q. I q I
 .  I .2 Hom S , S , 0 if I / J.F q. J
Let K I denote the kernel of the projection S I ª F I. Elementary
 w x.inspection of our definitions compare with K:II, Example 7.6 reveals
 . ILEMMA 4.4. Ker N s K .I
We need one more observation before proving Proposition 1.1. Given
F II I I d I .Ä .I s i , . . . , i , let F : S ª I denote the composite S ª S ª I ,0 sy1 F Fq q
where F I is as in the introduction.
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Ä I I ÄJ .LEMMA 4.5. F K s  S .J - I
ÄI Ä I ÄI .Proof. By definition, S is the image of F . Thus S V is the span of
Ä I i r  .  .  . .  .  .sy 1elements F x 0 m x 1 m ??? m x s y 1 , with x r g S V , andj j
Ä I I ÄI  ..  .F K V ; S V is the span of such elements for which at least one of
 .the x r is in the ideal of pth powers.
 . U  . pNow observe that if x r g S V can be written in the form yz , then
Ä I Ä IqR r  .  .  . .   .  . sy 1F x 0 m x 1 m ??? m x s y 1 s F y 0 m y 1 m ??? m y s yj j j
. .  X.  X. Xsy 11 , where, with indices written mod s, y r s x r if r / r, r q 1,j
Ä I I sy1 ÄIqR r .  .  .  .y r s y, and y r q 1 s zx r q 1 . It follows that F K s  S srs0
JÄ S .J - I
 .Proof of Proposition 1.1. Statement 1 is clear by inspection. Using
I  I . ILemma 4.1, Corollary 4.3 and Lemma 4.4 imply that S rRad S s F
I I I J Ä I .and is simple, Rad S s K , and F , F if and only if I s J. Since F :
I ÄI ÄI ÄI I ÄI .  .S ª S is onto, we conclude that S rRad S s F , and Rad S s
I I I I JÄ Ä Ä .  .F K . The last lemma identifies F K with  S .J - I
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By Proposition 1.1, all the composition factors of
 .I are distinct. Thus, by Corollary 2.4, L I is distributive, and there is aF Fq q
  ..  .lattice isomorphism L I I , L I . Using Proposition 2.5, Proposi-F Fq q
ÄItion 1.1 precisely shows that the assignment I ¬ S defines an isomor-
 .  .phism of posets I p, s ª I I .Fq
Proof of Theorem 1.4. This follows from Theorem 1.2 and Corollary
3.3.
Proof of Corollary 1.5. This follows from Theorem 1.4 and Corollary
3.8.
5. RELATED RESULTS
In this section we filter the results of Section 1 in various interesting
ways.
w x  .In K:I we noted that finite functors are precisely the F g F q such
that the growth function
n ¬ dim F V .F nq
is a polynomial function of n, and that these functors are polynomial in
w x  .  .the sense of EM . We let F q ; F q be the full subcategory generatedd
by finite functors whose growth functions are polynomial of degree no
more than d.
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 .Let p I be the largest subobject of I in F q . This is an injective ind F F dq q
 .  .   . < < 4 IF q . Let I p, s s I g I p, s ¬ I F d . Since F has a growth func-d Fd
< <tion of degree I , Theorem 1.2 has the following corollary.
 .   ..COROLLARY 5.1. L p I , L I p, s .d F Fq d
Remark 5.2. Note that p I rp I is semisimple. This is not ad F dy1 Fq q
general phenomenon. Indeed, there can be nontrivial extensions between
simple functors of the same degree, with the simplest example perhaps
being a nontrivial extension between the two simple functors of degree 4 in
 .F 2 .
U Ud q d dÄ .  .  .Recall that S is defined by S V s S V r x . Note that S s S if
d d dyqy1.Ä Ä  . d F q y 1, and S s S rS if q F d. Recalling that I p, s, d s I
 . 4¬ d I s d , Theorem 1.2 and Proposition 3.2 imply
d d Id. .   ..COROLLARY 5.3. L S , L I p, s, d . S has simple socle F and
simple head F J d..
w xThis is equivalent to the main result of Ko . To make the translation, we
 .  .  .  .need some notation. Given F g F q , let L F , L F , and L FM G L S Ln n n
 .denote the lattices of subobjects of F V , regarded respectively as ann
 .  .  .M F -module, GL F -module, and SL F -module.n q n q n q
Now we make two observations. The first is that, by general principles
 w x.  .  .as discussed in K:II , the map L F ª L F that sends G ; F toMn
 .  .  .  .G V ; F V is onto, for any F g F q . Thus L F will be the quotientn n Mn
 .lattice of L F under the equivalence relation generated by saying that
 . .H ; G if H ; G ; F and GrH V s 0.n
 .  .In our case this goes as follows. Given I s i , . . . , i , let n I s0 sy1
  . 4  . I .min n ¬ n G i r p y 1 for all r . Then n I F n if and only if F V / 0.r n
 .   . 4  .  . Let I p, s s I ¬ n I F n , and let I p, s, d s I p, s l I p, s,M M Mn n n
.d . Theorem 1.2 implies
 .  .   ..COROLLARY 5.4. 1 L I , L I p, s .M F Mn q n
d .  .   ..2 L S , L I p, s, d .M Mn n
w xThe second observation is that in Kr2, Theorem 1 Krop gave an
easy-to-check criterion on a functor F ensuring that
L F s L F s L F . .  .  .M G L S Ln n n
Roughly put, it says that this is the case if F is the restriction of a
polynomial functor defined on F -vector spaces and with q restrictedp
d weights. This criterion does not hold for I , but does for S as KropFq
.points out . We conclude that
d d dL I p , s, d , L S s L S s L S , .  .  .  . .M M G L S Ln n n n
w xwhich is the main result of Ko .
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 .  .Remark 5.5. A simple example showing that L I / L I oc-M F G L Fn q n qU  .  2 .curs when n s q s 2. In positive degrees, S V r x y x has two com-2
1 . 2 . 2 .  .position factors: F V s V and F V s L V . As M F -modules,2 2 2 2 2 2
there is a nontrivial extension between these. This extension splits when
 .viewed as an extension of GL F -modules. In spite of example like this,2 2
  ..   ..we can still conclude that L I d G 0 and L I d ) 0 are bothG L F S L Fn q n q
distributive, and thus satisfy the structure theorems of Section 2.
d Äd dFinally, we note that, for d F q y 1, S s S , and that S is defined on
d .F -vector spaces. These observations allow us to determine L S , thep Fpd  .lattice of subobjects of S , viewed as an object in the category F F ofp
functors
F : finite dimensional F -vector spaces ª F -vector spaces.p p
To explain this, we need to introduce yet another category of functors:
 .F q, F will denote the category whose objects are functorsp
F : finite dimensional F -vector spaces ª F -vector spaces.q p
 .  .  .  .Given F g F q , let F g F q, F be defined by F V s F V m F .F p F pFp p q
 .  .  .  . . Given G g F F , let Res G g F q, F be defined by Res G V s F Vp p
.m F .pFq
 .  .LEMMA 5.6. Suppose that F g F q and G g F F satisfyp
 .1 F is locally finite,
 .  .2 L F is distributi¨ e,
 .  .3 F , Res G , andFp
 .   ..  .4 e¨ery H g I Res G notation as in Section 2 is of the form
 .H s Res K for some K ; G.
 .  .Then L G , L F .Fp
 . wProof. The first point is that F is a splitting field for F q K:II, Sect.q
x  .  .5 , i.e., all simple functors in F q are absolutely simple. Assuming 1
 .  .  .  .   ..and 2 , this implies that I F , I F , and so L F , L I F ,Fp
  ..  .L I F , L F .F Fp p
 .   ..Now notice that Res induces a monic map L G ª L Res G ,
 .  .L F . Under assumption 4 , this monic map will also be epic.Fp
This lemma applies in the case G s Sd, F s Sd, and d - q. Then
d d .  .Theorem 1.2 determines L S , and thus L S . The details go asFp
follows.
 .  ` . `Let I p, ` be the poset N , F , where N is the set of sequences
 .i , i , . . . of nonnegative integers that are eventually 0, and F is0 1
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generated by the inequalities I q R ) I for r G 1. Here, as in Section 1,r
 . .R is the vector with p in the r th place, and y1 in the r y 1 st. Letr
 .   .  . 4I p, `, d s I g I p, ` ¬ d I s d . Then
I p , ` s I p , `, d .  .@
dG0
 .is a decomposition of the poset I p, ` into indecomposable posets.
d .   ..COROLLARY 5.7. L S , L I p, `, d .Fp
As before, one can immediately read off the lattice of subobjects of
d .  . wS V , viewed as an M F -module, thus recovering the results of Kr1,n n p
x w x  .  .Sect. 2 . Again, using Kr2 , this agrees with the GL F and SL Fn p n p
w xlattices. Thus we recover the main result of D .
 .  .  .Remark 5.8. Note that I p, s s I p, ` r ; , where ; is the equiv-
s! # "
 .  .alence relation generated by i , i , . . . ; 0, . . . , 0 , i , i , . . . .0 1 0 1
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